THE TAVERN TOURNAMENT!!!
Brought to you by

Saturday December 3rd, 2022
1:00 pm or 4:30 pm Squads (Max 30 teams per squad)

$2000 for 1st place (Based on 50 entries)
Re-oil between squads
5-Person 9-Pin No-Tap
Handicap 100% of 220
$160/team
Each team receives a COMPLIMENTARY pitcher of beer or soda
Bobby Downing: bdowning@crystallanes.net (607) 329-2402
Crystal Lanes: 11749 East Corning Rd. Corning, NY (607) 962-5391

Team Member’s Names

2020/21 avg.

2021-22 avg.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Captain Name:_____________ Phone:(___)____-_____

TAVERN TOURNAMENT RULES
1.

The tournament will consist of a 5-person Team No-Tap Event.
1.a If you want to bowl together or near another team – Sign up together!!
2.
Multiple Participation will be allowed. In order to place more than once in the
prize list for position standings:
2.a At least two players in the lineup must be different
3.
Entering Averages: All bowlers will use their highest average (minimum 21
games) from the previous season. If a bowler has no average from the previous
season, they will use the bowler’s highest current league average as posted as of
the start of the tournament (minimum 21 games). All bowlers not meeting these
requirements may enter with a “scratch” average of 220. Tournament Director
reserves the right to re-rate any average or handicap.
4.
Entry Fee: $160/team or $32/person.
5.
All bowlers must be aware of USBC Rule 319.a which states in part: “failure to use
the proper average shall disqualify the score(s) if submitted average is lower than
the actual average, thereby resulting in a lower classification or handicap.” No
averages will be adjusted downward once the tournament has started.
6.
Handicap: 100% of the difference between each individual bowler’s average and
220. (100% of 220).
7.
All prize fees will be returned 100%.
8.
All teams must check in at least 30 minutes prior to their squad time.
9.
Team captains are responsible for verifying the entering averages of all team
members.
10. In case of any disputes, rules interpretations, etc., immediately notify the
Tournament Director or other tournament officials.
11. Make sure your entry form is complete with all required information.
12. All entry forms must be submitted with cash with all fees. No Cards or checks!
13. Tournament director will make all final decisions…so be kind to him :)

BEHAVIOR STATEMENT
This is a fun tournament. Please remain humble. All
behavior should reflect that of a fun and enjoyable
environment. If you can’t get along, get out!

